
Sir�'� �a� Cuisin� Men�
1305 N Broadway, 58703, Minot, US, United States

+17015000890 - https://www.facebook.com/thaifoodtruck.siri

A complete menu of Siri's Thai Cuisine from Minot covering all 18 courses and drinks can be found here on
the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Siri's Thai Cuisine:
this is the best Thai food I ever had in my life, and I tried Thai food in 8 states. I have Thai friends who don't even

cook so well! only open to the execution now, but that's okay since I live in the opposite. great eating and the
dame that belongs to the restaurant is very friendly and worthy of the business! read more. The diner and its

rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What User
doesn't like about Siri's Thai Cuisine:

eating is very average. I prefer panda express. the fried rice has no taste. the orange huh is okay, but dry. the
appetizer was not as indicated on the menu and was also quite blande, even though sauces were added. the
service was negative 3 stars. I went in to pick up my order and no one could be found. go somewhere else. I

know. read more. The extensive range of coffee and tea specialties greatly enhances the value of a visit to Siri's
Thai Cuisine, and you can try tasty American meals like Burger or Barbecue. If you prefer spicy menus, then you
will find what you're looking for in Thai menus, They also present delicious South American cuisine to you in the

menu.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
ICED TEA

Appet�er�
SATAY

�tra�
GINGER

Mai� Dishe�
GREEN CURRY

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Currie�
PANANG CURRY

Asiatisch� Gericht� - Huh�
THAI CURRY

Sata�
CHICKEN SATAY

Ho� drink�
TEA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
AMERICAN

Beverage�
THAI ICED TEA

THAI TEA

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

CHICKEN

MANGO

ANANAS CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 11:00-21:00
Thursday 11:00-21:00
Friday 11:00-21:00
Saturday 11:00-21:00
Sunday 04:00-21:00
Monday 04:00-21:00
Tuesday 11:00-21:00
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